
RECURRENCE-Memo~ 

1 /1-5 Recurrence I Memory - Triads* , activities leading to 
liberation from recurrence , worlds 3 and 6 of the Ray 
of Creation in spiral diagram contrasted. 

2/1-4 Recurrence I Memory - "doing" , and memory of our 
divine nature through our daily meditation balancing 
daily activity. 

3/1-4 Recurrence I Memo~ - 4 Laws , Accident ** , Cause & 
Effect , Fate , and Will . Possibility of real change in the 
sixth dimension through living under the law of Will. 

4/1-8 Recurrence I Memory - Man's lifetimes illustrated in 
Conversations using spiral diagram , logarithmic lunar 
month basis discussed , possibility of constant 
connection with light of consciousness at diagram's 
centre through the meditation. 

5/1-4 Recurrence I Memo~ - Physical , Subtle and Causal 
levels ,experiencing the inner and outer as one - when 
everything is 'now' on the Causal level. 

* Triads and Activities are also discussed in Vol IV ( 3 
Forces 16 Activities) , Vol V (Triads) and Vol II (Chs VI & 
VII). 

** ' The theo~ of accidents is very simple. They happen 
when the place is empty ; if the place is occupied , they 
cannot happen . Occupied by what ? By conscious 
actions.' P.D.Ouspensky ,The Fourth Way. 

The Papers in 4 & 5 above are also found in Vol VI . 
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If we understood recurrence - if we really understood what it means;,, 

we should. realise that everything we do in our life is; affeded. by it:, 

and to a greater or less-er degree 'i~_unden its; in:fluena-e. You :remambtt 

Mr Ouspensky used i:J-o speak of different activi tiee - he used tio say ·. 

there are only s:i:xr essentially different things that man c:an do. From 

the point of view of recurrence these activities are important', fo:tr certain 

of them ara: "B.ound, to-·the: whe:e:l o:fi• recm.nrenc-e, others-· are aoble:' -bo escape, i-tt. 

The activitties which are able to escape the wheel of recurrence are 

those whicn create memory. To create memory means< ito create something' 

new to open up new possibilities· - things that never happened before. 

The activities which are bound t'o the wheel of recurrence are those whiC'.h 

destroy memory. To destroy memory means·to go on doing the same, things 

again and again, irn the way we always have?.. Memory, in this· sense, is; 

equivalent to cons.c.iousness the higher the level of consc::iousnescs the 

more we can r.-emember, and the more possibilities are opene:di up. But 

when there is no consciousness our fun~~ions work automatically, and· 

wei,-can nemember nothing. Consider, for instance, the instinctive, 

behaviou:rr of animals, particularly insec:ts. Ants, for instance, have~ 

virtually lost their memory - they can do nothing new, nothing outsidec 

the instinctive behaviour laid down for them hy nature. That is why we 

all cl.read beo:oming like iihe ants - everything worthwhile in life would 

disappear. 

But there is no need to worry, for we have the meditation. And the 

meditation above all else is a way of creating memory. How does, iit 

create memory? By the triad 3 - 2 - I. This triad is actually the 

key to the meditation. But it may not appear to be so at first, becaus:e 

it depends on the accumulation of suffiaient energy - the third force at 

the beginning.. The manufacture of this energy comes from the triad 

2 - I - 3, which is the triad of the medi tart ion itself - the way the 

tecnnique works. ·when sufficient energy has accumulated. from this triad, 

the mantra transcends, which is the triad 3 - 2 - I. Unlike tha,triad 

2 - I - 3, the triad 3 - 2 - I is a discretec event which only happens·, 

once, like the illt'yG-tallisation of a saturated s-0lution, or the fixing 

of a dye.'. 

You will se~ that this triad ends with the active force. And the 

active force is on a very high level. It is, in fact the firs;!; force, in 
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the triad I - 2 - 3, the triad of creation - of our work during the d:ay. 

These three triad$ are therefore concerned with the creation of memory, 

and both in the meditation and in other ways they work together for this 

end. You will see -t1iey are not bound to the wheel of recurrence, they 

are able to escape it. Consider the work of a great artist, for instance. 

As Mr Ous:pensky used to say, no great artist will ever produce the- same, 

work again - next ~ime he will produce something new. Nor will 

Shakespeare be writing the same plays again, though what he will be:• 

writing no-one knows,.~~-• 

It may not be entirely obvious·, but on the scale of man's history 

there are certain people who are able to create mamoey. That is true-

above all else of the life of Christ. Hiswrk has created memory in 

the hearts, of millions of people, over two thou.sand years:,. And the· same, 

is true to a le"Sser degree or·· all great artists, C'omposers, poets, mystics 

and religious teachers. Suc:h people must be free in certain respec:ts;; 

from the la.ws- of recurrence. The extent to whic.h their work creates 

memory depends on the leva-1 of energy which inspired it+-. And the key to 
roll this lies in the interplay between these three triads,. 

But there are other triads-- which have the opposite effect - they bind 

one more and more to recurrence-. These activities are not nec:essarily 

wrong - they are only wrong if used in the wrong place,. If one wishes 

to create memory, but a:ontinues to use an activity whic:h destroys, it, that 

would be wrong. And although it may seem absurd, we are doing this: all 

the time'. Consider the triad 3 - I - 2', for instance. This triad is, 

perhaps the most obvious way of destroying memory, for it us~s up the 

energy nee~li r ·or creating memory, in negative emotions. Yet it· 

obviously has· a right fune,tion in a- difTerent setting, for everything 

s:ooner or later has to be destroyed - everything, that is,, except

memory itself. For memory is not subjed to birth and death. 

And the same with the triad I - - 3 - 2. This triad refers to all 

actions which go by themselves - which do not require attention. Again, 

this triad is only wrong if we use it in the wrong place - if we mistake'· 

it for the triad of creation. Eve-ry artist knows this-, - he knows: that 

there are only a:ertain precious, moments when his work is truly- creative.-'• 

Directly it becomes repetit'ive, direa:tly the inspiration is · mis.-sing, it 

is- time -to stop. For the triad I - 3 2 has taken over f:rom the.-' 

triad I - 2 - 3, the triad of c:reative work. 
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The triad 2 - 3 - I is nbt so obvious, in fact it is very elusive. 

It is an ascending triad, and it appears at first to be creative. One 

holds a certain thought in mind, of something on a high level, and s:o one, 

is moved to act in a certain way.... But what thought~ I$ it real or 

false? It may be a-11 imagination. In fact, it' is what Mr Ouspensky 

used to call 'lying' - speaking of something one has never experiene,-ad, ais 

if one knew aJ.l about it. And he used t'o say 'lying destroys, memory' • 

How can one recognize this triad?: So many school methods andJ 

disciplines depend! on it that many people never question it. But it is: 

one of the main reasons why the meditation, for certain people, is never 

really sue:c:esful, for it takes the place of' the triad 2 - I, - 3. How ca;n; 

one maka sur-e that the difference is understood? 

So it would seem that certain of our a.ctivitieS",, c:ertain things·we do ... 

more perhaps than we imagine:,-are actually not subject to rec:rurrence, for 

they belong tb the sixth dimension, not the fi:fth. -Arlivi tieao; whfch arec 

not subject to recurrence have a certain fe:eling about them - a fe~ling of 

escape' - of liberation. And with it comes a strong senae of grati~ud~ -

gratiwde that somehow, for some reason one does not understand:, one has 

started along a dir-f'erent wa::r •••• 

NOTE: In the diagram the inner spiral has been taken to represent thaa 

three activities belonging to world 3 in the ray of creation - activities, 

which are ~bove the level of rec:rurrence 

the six activities belongi~g to world 6 

and the outer spiral to reprecsent 

three from the world above, and 

three of its own. It would seem to be on this level that recurrence 

begins, whereas on tha level of world 3 it does not' exist, and there is 

no death. In the centre of the <circle is the seventh activity, said 

to be incomprehensible for our minds, in which each of the three forces 

can act in the capacity of any other, and creation takes place in full 

annsciousness. 
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Aooording· to the s;ys-tem given us by Mr Ouspensky, it was· !!'aid that 

man <:annot do - that he thinks he is-· doing,; but in reality everything 

happens: - it happens in just the same- way as - it rains:, or it snows,-, or 

the sun shine-a· ••••• 

Like · many t:hings in t-he system,, this statement: rl fi.rst seemEF untrue, 

bu"fr later one finds- it goes-- very dep. Even C-h.rist would never e-laiffr 

tha-t he watt dloi~: - again and again in t-b.e, Gospels, he points this: out. 

"•·• •• the words, t.ha1; I speak unto you I speaic not of' myseli: bu1t the

Father that dwelleith in me, he doeth the works." On our- level thee 

same thing is:- tltlle, - it is:' the Father, the divine principle in us: whic-h 

alone is- capable of' doing.. Everyt,h.ing- els-e happens,. And it'- is- our 

relation to the d'i.vine principle in ug, which determines the way 1things,. 

llappen. If we- oan get close t-o it,, things:· will II!) right. But: if" we 

continue to believe that we are doing; things ·wtll not go so well. Fer 

this :feeling that we are doing, and particularly that we ought to be doing, 

will c:ome between us att.d: our di'V'i.ne natur• - it will stand in the wq. 

How can we f:ree ourselves from, the illusion that we can do? Tha't is 

what this-method' is designed to bring about. Without it we are in a 

dilemma, as; indeed we used t-o be,. For if we try to reach. the di'vrine 

principle in us by effort and will~ the feeling that we must do grow& 

strong~r and stronger. In fact, the further we go in this direction 

the'• more , difficult thec· Wlq becomes. B'ut- with this.: method it is, 

different - there is· no effort and: no struggle requirea• hstead,- we 

lea:v.e ever,rthing to the mantra., and; so the question oF d!oing· doea• not 

arise. AndJ atr we contiime wita the _ meditation 'the~ acJtual,~ 

becomes,. easier - it: aertai.nly does: Jto-j?t>ecome more di:f'ficulv .• 

The illusion t-hat we can d'o arises; :f'rom a· simple mistake,,. We t-b.i.-mc 

we know what iB' lti.eWit- and what is wrng •·in. eurse'lm •. ' - Onl.3r our 

di"VJine nature knows t hiai. Our diirlne nature is, r-eal'J.~- ourselves -

our neal' 'I' • ·. ·~ .· th.e mantra doe-s is- to take- us: there-, and: tken 

a-11 tlle- lesser and smaller parts-'. of us, fall int-o plae&. All theae, 

leas-er parta of" us-, m81' S'&'8Ul io be good or bad, lint- to, behave, as.: if' we 

knew is a f'ornr, of' lying. Far better to realise that -tb.ey allll. have s-ome 

good:' in them, for ever,rt-hing has good in it somewhere,. 

In another place in the Gospel.8', Christ sa.y-s-., "Go Y'!Ef' and learn what-

that meaneth, 'I will have mercy- and not saerific-e--'". Tlle feeling, 

that we 11.ave t-o saorif'ice, tha1; this WQlf requires sacrifice and sufirering,; 
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that it oan only sueoeed: if we get rid o:C certain wreng,· f'eatures, in 

ours•lves - dl these things arise f'"ro11t1 the idea that we can a:o., The 

meditation is a WB'3' of esoape f'rom all tllis - it is a wa:, of' merq,. not 

a wgq of sacrifice. And' the f'irst t1ling:it asks-: o'f' us is to be mercif'ul 

with ourselves· - mereif'ul and full of· understanding. For then the 

med~tation e-an have the right effect - it will work in us im the right WIV'• 

It ma;r throw new light on the idea of doing·if we look at it from 

the point of view of recurrence.. In recurrence-~ in the fif'th 

dimension - everything happena,. It happened that wq be:rore, and i1l 

will do Bl> again. This applies to a great man;y· things in life - our 

ha;bi1is:, our tendeno.iea, our wa_ys of behaviour, our des-ires· andl inclinations·. 

If we knew how mu.oh o'f" us belongs to this category - it• we r-ealis~d: it had 

dl happened before, we sil.ould soen be giving up the idea that we- Olm cte. 

Butt-here ie something else in life - some other kind of' experience 

we sometimes, h.ave a- kind of experienee which is quite new,. which never 

happened bef'ore. Tb.is, kind of· experienee belongs te the aixth dimension, 

and it- a.lwaya, seems t ·o c-ome :f"rom beyond' us, from a: dif':fl"erent level"'. For 

this reason it is e-.onnected more with doing. But it is di:ff'icmlt t'-0 

generalis.e a;bout it-, behus-e the same thing c:an be dif::ferent- for diff'erent-

people.. The system., for instance - Mr 011Bpenslcy used to s--a.v tka:t he 

ha.d: never me_t the system before. But for some people the system is 

something they re-ad about in a book, and they think they km.ow it already.,. 

And' the same with the medita~ion. But if one has experienaed something

from· the meditation it is quite obviously new. And whenJthe meditation 

changes something: it does so in a. new wq - a WaJT one would never have 

expeeted. One sudden.lj' finds certain things have changed. There is, 

n:o question of our doing it; for it is alrea~ done. What could be the 

reason for this.?'.' 

If you think about i~ you will see that in the place where the mantra 

o.-omes from - where our div.:ine nature is - there is really no question o:tr 

doing or- of happening, for everything is alwqs there. Like tlle pla.c:es, 

on a map - it mq require a grea.t deal of effort to tr.av.el from one place, 

t-o another, eM we mq :f.eel we are ao-hieving someth.ing'!.by doing a,o,.. but 

when:, one s:ees it laid out on the ma.pit is all there all the time. 

r1e are told the same thing is true about one•s· life - it- is, all there. 

But wher~ is: it? The only answer we can find: is that it exists in 

memoey - the memoey oC our divine natur-e, - . and the:t this·· ~emo~ kl:l<>'=' • 
eyeav {;l&tail 'Qf/ !!>~ -;1:i-y~~ know~ it-all from beginning to end, laid out 

------- -------- ---- - --------- . ---------
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like- a map. Usually,~, we take the same :route over and over again, but 

m,.w- and' t-1letr we :fin a- new dire-ctbmi. .... 

Mr Ouspensky attaohed great iraportanoe to memory, - and· lle weula 

qualify it-: 1,,y sqing "if'. you know what kind! of memory I me:an ••••• '' 

One rea.lis~s now 1rhat t'his., is the memory ae meant - the memoey of our 

divine natu:ue. We know each part of us ha~ its, own memory - tne logia.a:l, 

thinking part aas, one kind, the mow.ng part has, another, tlle emotional! 

part a third' - and:' a.11 t-hes-e memeries· must be s:tor-ed aw~ in differed 

parts,, ef' the brain, like t'he rolls'. ot· magnetie tape we use-· in cnm 

re<n>rding machines:. But this, memory must be· a- kind of' master :rroll - a-

recu,rd' of'· everything, we· are-. And wha1; is even stranger, it mus:t tifl.S'o 

be a· recmrd of'" ever.yt-hing· we crould be. In the f'i:rth dimens:ion the s·ame 

tape is pla;red again and again, but in the sixth dimension a new tape is 

chosen - one which was, never pla;yed bef'ora. 

So when Mr Ouspensky spoke as he did of self' remembering, he obvioua~ 

meant- getting in touc-h wit-h the· memory of the-· master roll. And this, in 

so many werd's, is what the meditation is designed to dto. Which expla,ins, 

why the meditation has seemed f-rom ~he very beginning to bring US'. t-o t-he 

same place - the place we had been tr;ving-: t-o reach before. 

But although the plac-e is· the same, the wa;r of getting there is 

dif-f'erent-. Instead of' trying to reach it all the time·, during · the da;y's 

activities, we keep two periods, every day in whiah t-o go there. Likec the 

story about the inhabitants, of a remot-e prov..i.nce in China, who wer-ec found: 

by t 'hoge who v.isit-ed t'hem to be happier and more peaaei'ul. than anyone 

they had ever met. When one of them, a wise old' man, was· asked how this 

could 'be, _ he replied, nThere iEr nothing- speed.al a.bout the way we live 

it is; the sama as· ever;yone else. But we ha.ve a very wonder:Ful king-

who looks after us-. He never appears:· in puliiic, nor does- he make a-:rr:,-

laWlt or regulations, but each of us is allowed to visit his- palac:e eveiry 

d~. After seeing·· lii.m,, we are &ach S'O filled with his g'-J.)O-d inf'luenee 

that every moment of' the d.ay passes in happiness. And so our whole 

life, is spent in peace,. n 
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There is, if you remember, an idea of the system, that man is under four 

different laws, the law of accident, the law of cause and effect, the law of 

fate, and the law of will. Some things that happen in our lives are 

accidental, other things are due to the effect of certain causes, a third 

category of things is due to fate, and a fourth category to will. 

Now there is reason to believe that these four laws that man is under have a 

direct connection with dimensions of time. The most obvious, perhaps, is the 

law of cause and effect, which belongs to the fourth dimension, for it depends 

on the sequence of events in time for its manifestation~ ,. By comparison the 

law of accident has no dependence on time, for accidents can happen to any of us 

at any time, and their causes are not dependent on any sequence of events within 

our control, We might perhaps ; say they belong- to ' the zero dimension., 

Our fate. i s not so easy: ·tq understand - it controls the big events of our 

life - the place of our birth and the hour of our death, our marriage, our work 

in life, and things of that order. It is precisely these things in our life 

which are subject to recurrence, for they are fixed points, and in the ordinary 

way are not able to be changed. But there is a way of changing them, for 

nothing is impossible. 

law of will. 

They can be changed in the sixth dimension, by the 

What is meant by !will'? Obviously not~ will - the will of the ordinary 

mind, which feels itself to be the doer of all our everyday actions. More 

probably the will of some deeper part, which seems to come from beyond us. One 

only gets this feeling at certain specific times, and in certain specific ways. 

and usually after it has happened. This is particularly true of creative -· 

work. It was Rembrandt who said he never knew how his paintings had come into,:. 

existence - it was certainly no;t his doing. And many artists have experienced 

the same thing, at least about certain parts of their work. But there is another 

category of things which come under the same heading. When one has been doing 

the meditation for some time one finds that, certain things pave changed. T'hey 

may be certain aspects of one's behaviour, or one's relation to other people, or 

one's inner state, or even of one's external circumstances. And when one 

notices them, it is always accompanied by the same feeling of surprise - 'how 

could this have come about? It is certainly not !!!l. doing'. 

The usual interpretation of will is that it comes from outside us - from God, 

or from some higher intelligence, or however we like to put it. But this is 

not really an answer, for this intelligence is also within us, and if it is 

within us and without, what can it really be? 
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1 Everyth:µ).g hap-pens' 

Man. cannot do. Everything happens. Some things happen. 
ia tim.e - from day to day , from week to week an.d from. year to year-
o tlt:n.er thing_a happen, in rec.urren.ce , again. and again ,. from lif.etime. to 
lifetime .. 

The things that happen. in. tim.e may be ac.cidental, or else 
their causes are se.en and can. be traced.. But the things that happen in 
recurrence are different.. Their causes are deeply hidden from us, and 
often seem. unexpected, partic.ularly to others near us. Often they 
belo.ng_ t.o dreams , and until. they · ae~µ.atly happen. these. dreams can go 
on again and again ,, lifetim.e after lifetime. But when they do happen 
they seem quite inescapabl.e ,. as if some hidden. force were guiding us, 
rather like fall.ing in. lov:e. Nobody else understands , when. one 
falls in love u -• 

Is there anything else - anything which doesn.•t just happen.? 
When.Mr Ouspensky was asked this, h.e said that the ane thing which had 
never happened be.f.ore was the. System... So where do -we •:t-in.d · the 
Systeia. - in which. d.irec.tion do. we look 'Z We look everywhere for the 
s .pec.s ,. but th.e s:pecs are on. the no.s.e all.. the_ tim.e . ! 
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(slightly abridged from Vol VI 2/5-6) 

.... Consider , for instance , how man lives under different laws. He lives 
under the law of accident. And as accidents are unpredictable they 
have no dimension - they belong to the zero dimension. So in this sense 
man is a point - he is an infinitely small particle in a restless universe. 
On the other hand he lives under various physical laws - laws 
connected with his physical body, such as the law of gravity. In this 
sense he is one dimensional - he is pulled by a line of force stretching 
to the centre of the earth. And then he is alive - he belongs to the 
earth's surface and is part of organic life. In this sense he is a two 
dimensional being, and is subject to many different laws which 
determine the environment under which life can be maintained. And 
then he is a three dimensional object , and subject to the various laws 
which determine his physical form. All these three orders of laws are 
connected with the outward aspect of his existence - with the three 
space dimensions ... of the diagram. 

But the next three dimensions ... are connected with man's 
inner life - with that part of his being which is not so readily seen. The 
fourth dimension is concerned with the law of cause and effect, with 
the line of passing time. If we do something now , the effect of what 
we have done may show itself tomorrow , or next year , or ~any years 
hence. And that is why it is impossible to alter certain things , because 
their causes lie in the past. But the fifth dimension is concerned with 
something quite different , which we call fate. Fate is quite a different 

-thing from cause and effect - it belongs to recurrence rather thantime. 
Certain things in life which have always been - the time and place of 
our birth , our parents , our childhood , our marriage , the hour of our 
death - all these things are under the law of fate , and in the ordinary 
way they cannot be changed. When the law of fate becomes 
uppermost in our lives we are sometimes aware of it. Instead of the 
usual feeling of doing , it is as if something else had taken over - as if 
everything was falling into place and happening in a prearranged way. 
Such times may be very emotional , and often seem for the best. And 
yet what choice is there? How do we really know? If we want choice -
if we want to be sure of our direction - there is only one alternative , to 
live under the law of will. If we can learn how to live under the law of 
will , many new things will become possible. For the law of will 
belongs to the sixth dimension , and it can influence and control all 
other laws to which man is subject. Even our fate can be changed, 
if this is a necessary thing , and we can learn how to create new 
causes in our life , and in this way alter the past. Many aspects of our 
physical life, too, can be profoundly changed - many inherent 
weaknesses of the body , and many functional disorders. Some 
people maintain that we can escape the law of gravity , but this would 
appear to need considerable application! Certainly the law of 
accident can be avoided , at least in certain respects . But what does 
it really mean , to live under the law of will? Whose will is it, and 
where can it be found? 
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TB"ll ma, can one take the diagram as life itself? 

I es:', why note? 

- 'rhen where does 1 ife be~in?"' 

It cromes from the centre. 'l'he cen-tr--e is the' light' o:f c-onscriousneaz. 

This~ light whicm flows:- fl"Om the centre ig, a-lways:- there. Everything elf!re' 

in the diagram is changing, but the light-- never e:hangeB", it iff' ail ways, 

the, ff'affifi' • . 

You mean it is the same, even after death? 

YeS) daath ia, only a s=tagec- in the cfov(I'lopmen:l:; of' our- life,. It is:: not 

an endJ but a beginning. 

You mean it o:oincide:a· with the moment of aoncrept1on? 

Ye~~ it is on the same mtdaal line. 

Then what is:- tfue meaning of the radial linea in the diagram? 

- They represent the eternal eristenc:e or· each moment-- in our lira. 

are at right' angles to the line of the spiral - tlle line of time. 

- So if every moment were cronneo.ted. with the centre, would that be 

eternal li:fa,? 

Yes:-~ it would mean there was no death. 

So how do we make thiw ~-0nneciion? 

They 

Through the med:itation. Every time we do the.o medJi tat ion we bring a. 

little of this radiance from the c:entre into our everyd.8y life. 

the two merge together and the light bee:omes fixed. 

In time 
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Could. you say what ha~pens-' in each spiral 7 

Aboutt tha> inner spiral we know very li t'tle",, exc:ept that i il contains:, ifue:, 

molecrular pattern or (['Ode on which our life is baaed., 

Then does the inner spiral deternrinac wha;t happens: in the' outer spiral? 

YeS?, it' iEF like a miarofilm of' our life. 

crorresponds:c. 

Each point on eacrh spiral 

- And when the germ crell ia: forme:d'; it <ronta'ins t ·hiSo paittemt on- ~oct~?i 

- Yes,-, and when tha,, germ c:ell begins ito multiply and, d:iffemmitia:te tha,, 

same> - · c:odlEF iffi c:ontainedJ in each a:ell~ By point I in the out:er- spiral 

tne f 0ornm of'' the body ia, already s:-ei;tled5t and" by point Z tile quic:kening 

occurs.:: - the embryo becrornes alive---. 

- And. at point 3 the ettild is bomi and' begins to bre=e:thEPr' 

- Yes~ birth i~ a quite extraordinary event in 0n$'s- life 

thrust into the world' of' time .. 

And yet one remembers: nothing about i tt? 

one is, mid:-denly 

I wouldnt aay one remembers nothing s:ome deeper part must surely know·. 

One can aee- that in a newly born crhild. 

I wonder what it actually knows? 

It knowa· itself: am a grown up person, not a cc:hild. 

- You mean ii;, nememb:ers- the: paai;? 

- Yes:, but· it! cant tell one about it, because it hasnt y,ei learned how 

to t:alk. 

- And.1 byT the time it: learns te talk it ha-s:, already forgo'tten? 

- Yea~ by tha:t time it is busy with other thing$ - iit is buey laBrning 

how· to behave: aS:' a- ~ildl. 
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( f:riQ•-Vi!-1.-V~ Ftr.ff--the.r Pa:Qers 7/3 ) :_ ........ the numbers,ec{.on: th.e· sr,iral ) 

.... ,; •. indio:a-te a log~thmie · progression. This s:imply means., that 

the value of ti.me decreases as itime goes on - that as we grow older, 

less ana.· less- happ.ens in each successive momen-t of' time. At the

beginning of life, in the first few moments of' our e:d.ste:no:e, · an , 

eno~ous- amount of' change takes place in a very short period' of time-; 

a1; the other extreme,- towards the end of life, very little happens art all. 

And in between, the value, o:f nme is steadily decreasing. 

But wha:f; is the basic: unit of' man• s. ti.me:t? The0 basia.- unit: is- a.; 

lunar monii'h of 28 days. One.lunar month is the period, the ~hm 

of' conaepti.on; t'en lunar .months is· the :prena-ta.1· period in -t-he womb; 

one hundred lunar months ie: approximately 1.he-, period of our childhood, 

and one t:housand lunar months is t-he period' of life i vse1f. 

Seen in this WS?f the different periods. of our lif'e take on a new, 

and a very interesting meaning. In 'real' time the prenatal period 

iS' as:: long:· as the period of ohiildhood, and childhood. itself· is as long 

as the whole of' our adult- lif'e. How can this, be possible - is.: it-. 

redly true? Only our own ex:perienee ca:n tell us., 
( same detail. of lunar J:1.onth tines is included in the A.ppen.dix & 

Index Vol) 
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Then what happens at point 4 in the diagram? 

- At point 4 the child is about one yea:r old, It is still learning how 

t:0 live. Having get over the sheck of being borrr it is busy rediscovering;· 

the joy of physical eristena~. 

- And the disrromfort toe, I would imagine? 

Yea, there is plenty of that. But in-between one sees theo delighit 

e~ming thr-ough - the crelight of being alive. 

- A~d then I suppose the ~hild learn~ how to talk? 

Yea,, around peint 5, which is about 3 years, old-•••• 

- But what ac.:tually llappena: during this period"? 

Well, the spee<m c:entre develops of course. But many ether things develop 

too, in fact,, the child sometimes berromes quite:- intolerable. 

- I wonder why that ia? 

~ Tae personality begins to grow. At this period we begin exploring the:-

psychological stl.tuation in which we f1.nd eurselves - trying things outt on 

our parents, f:o:tt instance._ 

But what is the real func-1.:ion of personality? 

- It is the outward expression of what we are-. 

But what really are we? 

- Y1Hl', I know.. One' begins-to a;S oneself- thi~ ques~tio-t't more anw ffiO-l!e-) a.$ 

adbleacencre appr0achoo, and that ia· perhapff' where the f:ifth d:imensian enters:, 

our lifa ... 

You mean we begin to realise it a-11 happened be:f'or-~ 

Yes:---, a1f; moments perhaps,.. At thiS' age, all sorti:f of thinga,. are: happenincr 

t0 u.s:: - wa are decr.itl.ing on a career,. our sJ3x life is, creve:loping, we are, 

learning how i.to apply·ouraelve:s -!to serious-· work. But there is-· aome.thi:ng: 

els:& - something whiG:h k:ee-ps an making itself known tro us, .... the ever reroxrring: 

que-s-tion "what is life for- - what is it a;l.1 about?"'. 
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- How much d.o you think it is possible to find an answer tto that question, 

du.ring· the last segmentc off 1;-he spiral? 

- Point T iS? about I6 years:: oldJ, and point 8 is about 35. The period 

f:rmm point 6 to point 7 isr a period of' S:earc-hing, the period from point 7 

to point 8 ia, a period @L finding; and the last period. f'-rom point 8 to 

point 9 iSc a period of· re joic.ing over what we ha-ve n·ound:. "Let him- who 

seeks:--, not cease seeking until he find.a, and when he finds,- hff will bee 

troubled, and' when he has been troubled, he will maxveL and he will rooign· 

over- the A1.l" • 

But isnt it largely a: question of r:ememl!lering?: 

What I am speaking about is, not remembering 

happened3 befone .. 

- You mean the system? 

it is s-ornething whic:h never 

- Yes, and' the med~ta:tion. The meditation belongs to the sixth d~mens:tl.on 

it: iS" in a new ffiree:tion - a diree:tion at right angles i:o the. cir~J.e 

of recu.rrenca.. 

- I dlont quite understand what you mean? 

- Recurr-emrn is the same life, again and again. The s:tl.rlh a imens:ion isc'. 

something quita,new in our life - something we never pr-eviously e:rperienc::.e<ll. 

So this period of our life really if£' a· voyage of· discovery? 

Yes-,, many things are pos:s i ble - things one never drearqt about. One~ has, 

to r:emembe-r:- that the spiral c:ontains-: a great many unused' patterns - parts, 

of the 0X>de whiah will crome int'.o operation if:· the light· is, all.owed tco 

~ircml at a,., That is the real purpose of the me:ditation. 
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- You said last time that when the inner and the outer worlds become one, our 

highest aim is achieved? 

- Yes, that is the practical importance of this teaching about the universe. 

It is something we never understood before. 

- How do you see it practically? 

Well, think about the meditation. By going inwards during meditation it is 

possible to reach the causal level - the plac_e where everything is one. During 

the day this will influence all our actions. 

But how does it influence our actions - what is the connection between the two? 

In the place where everything is one all the laws of the universe exist 

together. In a way we cannot understand the purpose of our existence_ is 

already known. 

And so during the day we have only to carry out this purpose? 

- Yes, the universal nature of things is felt in everything personal. 

But I thought we had to give up the personal for the universal? 

Oh no, there is nothing we have to give up. 

Then what is it we have to do during the day? 

Enjoy life - enjoy it to the full. 

- But isnt there some special work - some discipline which would help? 

No, that will prevent the natural flow of energy. Try to understand how 

this method works. Energy belonging to the causal level is very potent. A 

little of it can have a very big effect. 

You mean it is the kind of thing we cannot forget? 

Yes, like being in love. When you 3re in love you carry it around with you -

you dont have to keep on trying to remember you are in love. 

- I think I see what you mean - it just comes naturally. 
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- Tell me, is there an actual connection between the inner and 
the outer worlds? 

- Yes, the connection is memory. There are different kinds 
of memory. On the physical level there is short term memory only -
We very soon forget what we experience because it goes into the past. 
On the subtle level there is long term memory also ••• and so we can 
remember things very clearly which happened a long time ago. But 
on the causal level there is no need for memory at all because 
everything is I now'• There is no. such thing as the past and 
the future. , 

- You mean the whole of our life is' now 1 ? 

- Yes, it is all there at once. 

People often talk about living in the' now 1 - do you think 
that is what they mean? 

- I don't know - I often wonder what they mean. 
is not something within our direct control. 

- You mean it comes naturally? 

What I mean 

- Yes, as a result of the meditation. But of course all three 
kinds of memory can be going on simultaneously. 


